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On Graded QR Decompositions ofProducts of MatricesG. W. StewartABSTRACTThis paper is concerned with the singular values and vectors of a prod-uctMm = A1A2 � � �Am of matrices of order n. The chief di�culty withcomputing them from directly from Mm is that with increasing m theratio of the small to the large singular values of Mm may fall be-low the rounding unit, so that the former are computed inaccurately.The solution proposed here is to compute recursively the factorizationMm = QRPT, where Q is orthogonal, R is a graded upper triangular,and PT is a permutation.1. IntroductionThis paper is concerned with calculating the singular values of a product Mm =A1A2 � � �Am of matrices of order n. The chief di�culty with the natural algo-rithm|compute Mm and then compute its singular value decomposition| isthat as m increases, the singular values will tend to spread out and the smallersingular values will be inaccurately computed. The rule of thumb is that singularvalues of Mm whose ratio to the largest singular value is less than the roundingunit will have no accuracy.The product singular value decomposition (PSVD) is one way of circumventingthis problem [1]. Here the product Mm is decomposed in the formMm = (UT1QT1 )(Q1T2QT2 ) � � � (Qm�1TmV T); (1.1)where U , V , and the Qk are orthogonal, the Tk are triangular, and� = T1T2 � � �Tmis diagonal. Thus the product (1.1) collapses into the singular value decompositionU�V T of Mm.The chief drawback of the PSVD is that it is expressed in terms of all the factorsof Mm. This means that as m increases the storage required for the decompositionincreases. Moreover, there seems to be no easy way to pass from the PSVD of Mm1



2 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWSto that of Mm+1; the multiplication by Am+1 changes the entire decomposition,so that the work required to append a factor also increases with m.An alternative is an algorithm for computing the singular value decompositionof a product of two matrices [4]. Given the singular value decomposition of Mm,it can be used to calculate the singular value decomposition of Mm+1 = MmAm+1.However, it is not clear how the increasing spread of the singular values a�ectsthis algorithm.In this paper we take a di�erent tack and work with decompositions of the formA = QRPT, where Q is orthogonal, R is upper triangular, and P is a permutation.The algorithm works to insure that R is a graded; that is, R = DR̂, where theelements in the upper half of R̂ are of order one and D is a diagonal matrixwhose diagonal elements decrease in magnitude. The rule of thumb mentionedabove|that the small singular values of a matrix are calculated inaccurately|need not hold for graded triangular matrices, so that very small singular values ofMm can usually be calculated from its graded factor Rm. Moreover, the productof graded triangular matrices is graded, so that in a decomposition analogous to(1.1), we can multiply out the triangular factors. Thus the passage from a gradedQRP decomposition of Mm to one of Mm+1 does not involve all the previousdecompositions.In the next section, we will show how to compute a graded QRP decompositionof a product AB from a graded QRP decomposition of A. In Section 3 we argueinformally that the algorithm preserves grading. Here we also point out that goodestimates of the singular values can be obtained with a small amount of additionalwork (the mathematical justi�cation is given in Appendix A). In Section 4 wegive numerical examples to show that this procedure can be applied recursivelyto compute singular values of a product of matrices whose singular values haveratios far below the rounding unit. Matlab code for the procedure is given in anappendix to this paper.A �nal point. Although we have chosen to work with QRP decompositions inwhich P is a permutation, it will be clear that P could equally well be an orthog-onal matrix. Thus the approach taken here also applies to two-sided orthogonaldecompositions such as the URV decomposition [6].2. The AlgorithmIn this section we will describe the algorithm for updating graded QRP decom-positions. The description will be in two stages: �rst an overview at the matrix



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 3level, then a detailed description. The latter is required to understand why thealgorithm preserves grading. We will assume that the reader is familiar with thepivoted QR decomposition and plane rotations.The input to the algorithm is a graded QRP decompositionA = QARAPTAof a matrix A and an unfactored matrix B. The output is a graded QRP decom-position of C � AB = QCRCPTC : (2.1)The steps are as follows.1. Compute the pivoted QR decomposition PTAB = QBRBPTC2. Compute an orthogonal matrix U such that R̂A = UTRAQB isupper triangular.3. Set QC = QAU .4. Set RC = R̂ARB.It is easy to verify that the quantities so computed satisfy (2.1).In some applications it is necessary to work with products of the form AB�1.The above algorithm can be adapted to compute a graded QRP decomposition ofAB�1. The trick is to compute a graded PRQ decomposition of B, so that whenthe decomposition is inverted, it becomes a graded QRP decomposition of B�1.This leads to the following algorithm.1. Compute the pivoted QR decomposition BPA = PCRBQTB2. Compute an orthogonal matrix U such that R̂A = UTRAQB isupper triangular.3. Set QC = QAU .4. Set RC = R̂AR�1B .We will now consider the particulars. Since the two algorithms sketched aboveare variants of one another, we will treat only the �rst. The reader may �nd ithelpful to consult the matlab program in Appendix B.The �rst step in the above algorithm is accomplished with plane rotations.Speci�cally, rotations in the (i; i + 1)-plane eliminate elements in PTB in the



4 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWS# #r r r r0 r r r0 0 r r0 0 0 r =) r r r r0 r r r! 0 0 r r! 0 0 r̂ r =) # #r r r r0 r r r0 0 r r0 0 0 r =)r r r r! 0 r r r! 0 r̂ r r0 0 0 r =) # #r r r r0 r r r0 0 r r0 0 0 r =) ! r r r r! r̂ r r r0 0 r r0 0 0 r =) r r r r0 r r r0 0 r r0 0 0 rFigure 2.1: Reduction of RA�order indicated below: 0BBBBBB@ b b b b bb4 b b b bb3 b7 b b bb2 b6 b9 b bb1 b5 b8 b10 b1CCCCCCA :Before the kth column is processed, the column in the trailing principal submatrixwhose 2-norm is largest is located and the entire column is swapped with the kth.(The matlab code in the appendix ine�ciently computes the norms ab initio. Inpractice, the norms should be downdated as in [2].)In the second step, the rotations generated in the �rst are applied to RA. Whena rotation in the (i; i + 1) plane is postmultiplied into RA, it creates a nonzeroelement in the (i+1; i) position. This element is eliminated by premultiplying bya rotation in the (i; i + 1)-plane. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Herethe arrows indicate the plane of the rotation to be applied and a hat indicates anelement destined to be annihilated.The rotations from the �rst step can be applied to RA as soon as they aregenerated, which saves having to store them. Similarly the rotations that makeup U can be accumulated in QA, so that at the end QA will be transformedinto QC. Thus in the implementation steps one, two and three are completelyinterleaved.



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 5When a product of the form A1A2 � � �Am is to be processed, the procedure canbe started by setting A = QA = PA = I and B = A1. In this case step two shouldbe skipped and the rotations from step one accumulated in QA.The algorithm is quite inexpensive. An operation count shows that it requires516n3 additions and 1016n3 multiplications. When n is large enough, scaled rota-tions [3, x5.1.13] can be used to reduce the number of multiplications to 516n3. Inthis case, the algorithm can be compared with �ve matrix multiplications.3. GradingGrading enters into the algorithm in three places: in step one, where it is estab-lished, and in steps two and three, where it must be maintained. We will considereach step in turn.In step one we have used pivoting on column norms to establish a grading.This is the simplest method in an arsenal of techniques designed to reveal therank of a matrix. Although there is a famous counter-example for which themethod fails [3, x5.5.7], in practice it works well. However, as we mentioned inthe introduction, other rank revealing decompositions may be substituted for theQR decomposition obtained by pivoting on column norms.Turning now to step two of the algorithm, let us see how grading in RA can belost. The transformation of the trailing 2� 2 matrix is typical. Let it be written � �0 �! :For de�niteness we will suppose that p�2 + �2 = 1 and that � is small, so thatthe matrix has a marked grading. After postmultiplying by the rotation from thereduction of PTB, we have  �� ��� ��! ;where q��2 + ��2 = 1 and q�2 + ��2 = j�j. Thus the postmultiplication leaves thegrading una�ected, at least normwise.We must now premultiply by a plane rotation to reduce � to zero. This rotationhas the form 1�  �� ��� ��! ;



6 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWSwhere � = q��2 + �2:It follows that the (2; 2)-element iŝ� = ���� � ���� ;whence j�̂j � p2 �� : (3.1)Now the way grading is lost is for a large element in one row to overwhelm asmall element in another row. The inequality (3.1) shows that this can happenonly if � is small or equivalently �� is small. But�� = c�+ s�;where c and s are the cosine and sine from the reduction of PTAB. Since thesenumbers are unrelated to � and �, it is extremely unlikely that � will be verymuch less than one.Finally, consider the grading of the product R̂ARB. LetR̂A = diag(�1; : : : ; �n)R̂ and RB = diag(�1; : : : ; �n)R;where the elements of R̂ and R are of order one in magnitude and the �'s and �'sare decreasing. Then the (i; j)-element of R̂ARB is�i�i�r̂iirij + jXk=i+1 �k�i r̂ikrkj�:Since �k=�i < 1, we can expect the ith row of RC to be about �i�i in size.It is hardly necessary to point out that these arguments are informal. Eventhe de�nition of a graded triangular matrix is too stringent: in practice we wouldexpect the rows of a graded matrix to have occasional elements that are uncharac-teristically small. Nonetheless, experience, folklore, and limited analytical resultsall suggest than the ills that can potentially beset graded matrices do not oftenoccur in practice.If the grading is sharp enough, we can get a cheap estimate of the singularvalues of a graded triangular matrix R. Let �1, �2, : : : , �n be the grading factors.Suppose that we have determined an orthogonal matrix V such that RV is lower



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 7triangular. Since postmultiplication by V does not change the norms of the rowsof R, the elements of RV will be of the sizes indicated below for n = 5:RV �= 0BBBBBB@�1�2 �2�3 �3 �3�4 �4 �4 �4�5 �5 �5 �5 �51CCCCCCA (3.2)Let �1 = 0, �i = �i=�i�1 (i = 2; : : : ; n), and �n+1 = 0. Then if �i and �i+1 arenot too large, the ith diagonal element of RV approximates a singular value ofR with relative error that is approximately bounded by 12(�2i + �2i+1). (For moredetails see Appendix A.) Thus for about a third again the work (that is, the costof computing RV ) we can obtain estimates of the singular values, estimates thatare often very accurate.4. Numerical ResultsThe main problem with testing the algorithm is constructing test cases whoseanswers can be easily recognized. The solution taken here is an extension of anidea in [4].The matrices U and V of left and right singular vectors are calculated from arandom normal matrix, and a diagonal matrix � is chosen. Two matrices A andB are de�ned by A = U�V T and B = V �UT:For a given m, a QRP decomposition of the productM2m+1 = A(BA)mis calculated. The singular value decomposition of M2m+1 isM2m+1 = U�2m+1V T;so that a correct answer can easily be recognized.The �rst test, in which � = diag(1; 0:1; 0:01; 0:001; 0:0001), is designed to pushthe singular values toward the underow point. The following table contains thesingular values of M2m+1 and their relative errors for three values of m.



8 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWSm=51.0e+00 1.0e-11 1.0e-22 1.0e-33 1.0e-443.9e-15 1.1e-14 1.1e-14 4.0e-14 6.3e-13m=101.0e+00 1.0e-21 1.0e-42 1.0e-63 1.0e-847.4e-15 2.0e-14 2.1e-14 6.2e-14 1.3e-12m=201.0e+00 1.0e-41 1.0e-82 1.0-123 1.0-1641.4e-14 3.9e-14 4.1e-14 1.0e-13 2.6e-12For m = 20 the smallest singular value decreases by 160 orders of magnitude, yetit is computed with almost full accuracy. Incidentally, most of the inaccuracy inthis singular value is not due to the algorithm at all, but to the fact that thesingular value 0:0001 is represented inaccurately in the original matrix.The second test takes longer run down a gentler grade. In this case � =diag(1; 0:99; 0:8; 0:7; 0:6). The �rst two rows of the following results are as above.m=201.0e+00 6.6e-01 1.3e-02 1.0e-04 4.4e-071.3e-14 4.6e-15 1.8e-14 4.0e-15 6.5e-159.1e-01 7.2e-01 1.3e-02 1.0e-04 4.4e-079.3e-02 8.5e-02 7.7e-05 5.0e-06 4.4e-07m=401.0e+00 4.4e-01 1.9e-04 1.4e-08 2.8e-132.5e-14 8.6e-15 3.8e-14 7.0e-15 1.3e-149.3e-01 4.7e-01 1.9e-04 1.4e-08 2.8e-136.8e-02 6.4e-02 3.6e-08 4.3e-10 1.0e-11m=801.0e+00 1.9e-01 4.2e-08 2.4e-16 1.1e-254.8e-14 1.8e-14 7.1e-14 1.5e-14 2.7e-149.8e-01 2.0e-01 4.2e-08 2.4e-16 1.1e-251.7e-02 1.7e-02 7.9e-14 1.5e-14 2.7e-14Again the algorithm computes the singular values with almost full accuracy.Rounding error accumulates, but very slowly.The third row contains the diagonal elements of RV [see (3.2)], which approxi-mate the singular values of the product, and the fourth row contains their relativeerrors. For m = 20, the last three singular values are well approximated (notehow it is the square of the grading that governs the accuracy). There is even



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 9useful information about the magnitudes of the �rst two singular values. Theapproximations become more accurate as m increases.Finally to see how the algorithm performs on a matrix of moderate size witha natural distribution of singular values, A was taken to be a random normalmatrix of order 50 with B generated as described above. The algorithm was runfor m = 2. The results are too voluminous to present in their entirity, but thedata for the smallest six singular values illustrates what is happening.2.9e+00 6.7e-01 1.5e-01 3.7e-02 2.7e-04 1.2e-077.4e-15 5.0e-15 1.0e-15 1.1e-14 1.2e-14 1.0e-153.0e+00 5.4e-01 1.8e-01 3.8e-02 2.7e-04 1.2e-075.9e-02 2.3e-01 1.8e-01 4.7e-03 2.5e-08 7.0e-08The singular values of the computed product are quite accurate. The approxima-tions give one or two �gures|more when the local grading is strong.5. ConclusionsThe main recommendation for this algorithm is its simplicity and e�ciency. Thematlab code attests its simplicity. Its e�ciency is attested by the operation counts,though not, unfortunately, its running time in matlab. The only question is: doesit work? Here we have only been able to give an informal analysis and limitedexamples, either of which alone might be considered insu�cient. Together, Ibelieve, they make a strong case for the algorithm.References[1] A. Bojanczyk, J. G. Nagy, and R. J. Plemmons. Block RLS using row House-holder reections. Linear Algebra and Its Applications, 188{189:31{62, 1993.[2] J. J. Dongarra, J. R. Bunch, C. B. Moler, and G. W. Stewart. LINPACKUser's Guide. SIAM, Philadelphia, 1979.[3] G. H. Golub and C. F. Van Loan. Matrix Computations. Johns HopkinsUniversity Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 2nd edition, 1989.[4] M. T. Heath, A. J. Laub, C. C. Paige, and R. C. Ward. Computing theSVD of a product of two matrices. SIAM Journal on Scienti�c and StatisticalComputing, 7:1147{1159, 1986.



10 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWS[5] R. Mathias and G. W. Stewart. A block qr algorithm and the singular valuedecomposition. Linear Algebra and Its Applications, 182:91{100, 1993.[6] G. W. Stewart. An updating algorithm for subspace tracking. IEEE Transac-tions on Signal Processing, 40:1535{1541, 1992.Appendix A: On the Singular Values of Graded MatricesIn this appendix we show that the singular values of a matrix with the structure(3.2) are approximated by the diagonal elements of the matrix. We will use thefollowing theorem of Mathias and Stewart [5] (which we have weakened slightlyfor the sake of simplicity). Here kAk denotes the spectral norm of A and inf(A)is the smallest singular value of A.Let T =  k n�kk P Hn�k 0 Q !be a block triangular matrix, and suppose that kQk= inf(P ); kHk= inf(P ) < 1. Let�1 � � � � � �n be the singular values of T and �̂1 � � � � � �̂n be the singular valuesof diag(P;Q). Then 1 � �̂i�i � (1� � 2) 12 ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k;and 1 � �i�̂i � (1� � 2) 12 ; i = k + 1; k + 2; : : : ; n;where � 2 = (kHk= inf(P ))21 � (kQk= inf(P ))2The theorem states that approximations of the singular values of T with highrelative accuracy can be found in the diagonal blocks of P and Q.To apply the theorem, let the matrix L = RV of (3.2) be written in the formL = diag(�1; �2; : : : ; �n)L̂;



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 11where the rows of L̂ have norm one. Partition L in the form0B@ k�1 1 n�kk�1 L11 0 01 `T21 �22 0n�k L31 `32 L331CAWe wish to assess the accuracy of �22 as a singular value of L. The approach isto apply the above theorem twice.In the �rst application we set P = L11, which amounts to throwing out `T21and L31. In this caseinf(P ) = inf(L11) = inf(diag(�1; : : : ; �k�1)L̂11) � �k�1 inf(L11):Moreover, since the rows of L̂ have norm one,kHk; kQk � �kq1 + (�k+1=�k)2 + � � � (�n=�k)2:Consequently if we set�1k = �kq1 + (�k+1=�k)2 + � � � (�n=�k)2�k�1 inf(L11) � �kq1 + (�k+1=�k)2 + � � � (�n=�k)2inf(L11) ;(A.1)then � 21 = �21k1 � �21kbounds the perturbation in the singular values.The second step is to take P = �22 in the matrix �22 0`32 L33;! :which amounts to setting `32 to zero, leaving �22 as a singular value of the per-turbed matrix. Here inf(P ) = j�22j. Moreover,kHk; kQk � �k+1q1 + (�k+2=�k+1)2 + � � � (�n=�k+1)2:Consequently, if we set�2;k+1 = �k+1q1 + (�k+2=�k+1)2 + � � � (�n=�k+1)2j�kkj=�k



12 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWSthen � 22 = �22;k+11� �22;k+1bounds the e�ect of the second perturbation.For small �1k and �2;k+1, the total bound on the relative perturbation is ap-proximately (�21k+�22;k+1)=2. Note that in (A.1) we have written �1k as the productof �k with a magni�cation factor that in general will be greater than one. If thegrading is strong the denominatorq1 + (�k+1=�k)2 + � � � (�n=�k)2 will be very nearone. In our application, the pivoting in the algorithm tends to keep inf(L11) frombecoming very small. Hence it is the ratio �k = �k=�k�1 that controls the accuracyof the kth diagonal element as an approximate singular value. Similar commentscan be made about �2;k+1.



GWS The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product 13Appendix B: Program Listingsfunction [rc, qc, pc] = prodqrp(ra, qa, pa, b, first)%% Given a qrp factorization of a matrix a and a matrix b% prodqrp computes a qrp factorization of a*b.%% Designed and coded by G. W. Stewart, April 8, 1994.% n = size(ra, 1);qc = qa;%% Accumulate the permutation pa in b.% for i=1:n-1b([i,pa(i)],:) = b([pa(i),i],:);end%% Compute a qrp factorization of b and update.% for k=1:n-1for j=k:n, nrm(j)=norm(b(k:n,j)); end[xx, pc(k)] = max(nrm(k:n));pc(k) = pc(k)+k-1;b(1:n, [k,pc(k)]) = b(1:n, [pc(k),k]);for i=n-1:-1:k[c, s, nu] = rotgen(b(i,k), b(i+1,k));b(i,k) = nu; b(i+1,k) = 0.;b(i:i+1, k+1:n) = [c, s; -s, c]*b(i:i+1, k+1:n);if (first == 0)ra(1:i+1, i:i+1) = ra(1:i+1, i:i+1)*[c, -s; s, c];[c, s, nu] = rotgen(ra(i,i),ra(i+1,i));ra(i,i) = nu; ra(i+1,i) = 0;ra(i:i+1, i+1:n) = [c , s; -s, c]*ra(i:i+1, i+1:n);endqc(i:i+1, 1:n) = [c, s; -s, c]*qc(i:i+1, 1:n);endendrc = ra*b;



14 The Graded QR Decomposition of a Matrix Product GWSfunction [c, s, norm] = rotgen(a,b)%% This function generates a plane rotation.% scale = abs(a) + abs(b);if scale == 0c = 1; s = 0; norm = 0;elsenorm = scale*sqrt((a/scale)^2+(b/scale)^2);c = a/norm;s = b/norm;end


